SMALL SHIPS.
BIG ADVENTURES.
ANTARCTICA EXPEDITIONS
NOVEMBER 2022 - MARCH 2023
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LET US TAKE YOU ON
A LUXE-ADVENTURE
JOURNEY
Step on board World Navigator and World Traveller for an
Antarctica expedition with Atlas Ocean Voyages. Experience smallship, luxe-adventure travel with fewer than 200 guests where the
perfect balance of finely tuned indulgence and personal discovery
come together. With leading-edge innovation, our expeditionstyle ships make it possible to get closer to icy landscapes and
wondrous wildlife. Explore the bottom of the world and appreciate
the endurance of these ships, perfectly engineered for safely
navigating beyond the Antarctic Circle.

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

INNOVATING THE

LUXE
You’ll be impressed by the luxe life on board
World Navigator and World Traveller. It’s not
just the simple elegance and curated amenities,
it’s how easy pleasures become unforgettable
experiences, and carefree moments become
upscale downtime. Every moment is
transformed into extraordinary memories that
linger long after your journey. Aboard our ships,
you have an open invitation to enjoy it all and
see the world in a whole new perspective.

SeaSpa by l'occitane

WAY YOU EXPLORE

ADVENTURE
Seek triumphant immersions in Antarctica, a
less-visited destination. Join us in the pursuit
of transcendent journeys amid rugged
terrain, expansive glaciers, icy waters and
mesmerizing wildlife. We carefully navigate
through fragile ecosystems to deliver
remote, hard-to-reach landings. Combining
authentic experiences with bucket-list
adventures, you will find your once-in-alifetime moment.

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

AN ALL-INCLUSIVE
LUXE-ADVENTURE
EXPERIENCE
Adventurers like you expect every comfort and
the time to savor every moment. That’s why
we offer thoughtful extras to provide an allinclusive luxe-adventure experience.
SAVOR GLOBALLY INSPIRED GOURMET CUISINE:
Exceptional culinary adventures with five included
onboard dining options
RAISE A GLASS:
Unlimited premium pours to share with like-spirited travelers
RELAX AND INDULGE:
Luxurious L’OCCITANE bath amenities, personalized
in-room bar service and more in every accommodation
EVERYDAY CONVENIENCES:
Prepaid gratuities and more

ALL ANTARCTICA VOYAGES ALSO INCLUDE:
• Complimentary Private Charter Jet Service between
Buenos Aires to Ushuaia
• Complimentary Parka
• Complimentary use of Binoculars and Knee Boots
• Complimentary Expeditions Ashore

APRÈS SEA
BACK ON BOARD, THERE ARE STORIES TO BE TOLD
While your feats from the day are still fresh in your head, come
as you are for our signature Après Sea gatherings on board the
ship. These celebrations are our twist on the post-slopes
tradition known as Après Ski, where the drinks are pouring and
you bring your own vibe. You’ll nibble small plates while you
refuel and wind down from the day’s adventures with creative
cocktails in unexpected places. You might cheer with Mud
Sliders in the ship’s Mud Room or a craft cocktail with glacial
ice at Water’s Edge, just 30 feet above the marine life.

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

Navigator Suite Living Room

REFINED
AND ROOMY
EXCLUSIVELY OFFERING
ONLY SUITE AND BALCONY
ACCOMMODATIONS
After a day of roaming, venturing and exploring,
indulge in the comfort of a modern suite
featuring a spacious bathroom outfitted with
L’OCCITANE amenities, sumptuous bedding
designed for dreaming, as well as separate
bedroom and living room, complete with sofa,
vanity and mini fridge. Gaze at the horizon as
you replay the adventures of the day.

ALL ACCOMMODATIONS INCLUDE:
•

CHILLED CRAFT COCKTAIL OR SPARKLING
WINE WELCOME

•

L’OCCITANE BATH AMENITIES

•

PERSONALIZED IN-ROOM BAR SERVICE

•

NESPRESSO COFFEE; TEAS AND MINI FRIDGE

•

TERRY BATHROBES AND SLIPPERS

•

MARBLE SPA BATHROOM WITH GLASS SHOWER
INCLUDING RAIN HEAD AND BODY JETS

•

LUXURY COTTON BED LINENS

•

COMPLIMENTARY USE OF BINOCULARS

PLUS, SUITE EXTRAS:
•

BUTLER SERVICE FOR SUITES*

•

FULL ROOM SERVICE DINING

•

DOUBLE SINKS AND TUB IN NAVIGATOR SUITES

*Butler Service only available for Navigator, Discovery and Journey Suites

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

TASTE PERFECTION
When dining goes beyond simply being a meal and becomes
an experience you look forward to every day, it's not just your
appetite that’s satiated, but also your soul. That’s what you’ll
find here: globally inspired gourmet cuisine artfully crafted to
seduce your senses…one delectable morsel at a time.

PORTO & LISBOA
Inspired by Atlas Ocean Voyages’ rich Portuguese heritage, our
main restaurants offer delectable cuisine and a sophisticated
ambience, both indoors and alfresco. Plus, a specialty dinner
menu, aptly named ALMA after the Portuguese word for “soul,”
offers homestyle dishes just like they were cooked by grandma.

7-AFT
We’ve perfected the art of jospering in our New York-style grill.
Bask in the finest cuts and the freshest seafood at dinner or
enjoy a more casual lunch served poolside.

Experience a culinary adventure

Porto

THE DOME
Remember to look up or take in the 270-degree window views
after your day of exploring while enjoying a wide selection of teas
and a delectable spread of finger sandwiches, cookies and more.

PAULA’S PANTRY
Stop by Paula’s Pantry for a grab ‘n’ go snack or breakfast,
including muffins, doughnuts, boost drinks, specialty teas and
La Cimbali, fresh-pressed coffees. Or for a midday snack,
choose from sandwiches, wraps and salads.

IN-ROOM DINING
Enjoy breakfast in bed or tapas from our "always available" menu
with room service delivered to your suite or balcony accommodation.

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

W I L D A N TA R
One of the world's most hard-to-reach destinations is also the one
most worth the trip. To deliver on this once-in-a-lifetime experience,
we’ve crafted voyages that are the perfect introduction to Antarctica.
Conquer the Drake Passage and join the Order of the Red Nose, as
six of our expeditions cross the Antarctic Circle, a feat experienced
by few explorers. World Navigator and World Traveller will take
you through the Antarctic Peninsula and into the surrounding
South Shetland Islands for magnificent wildlife viewing. Unique
perspectives of this unbelievable continent wait for you.

CTICA

CON S C I ENT I OU S N AV I GAT I ON
An innovative hydro jet propulsion system
on our ships let travelers get closer to
the environment and wildlife. The system
gives the ship a quieter sound that’s less
disruptive. With Polar Category C and Ice
Class 1B classifications, our vessel assures
explorers a safe journey through Antarctica.

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

ESSENCE OF ANTARCTICA

CAPTAIN’S CHOICE CALLS

Captain’s Choice ports of call add to the sense of adventure and an element of surprise. Your ship’s Captain will sail
around changing weather conditions as needed and take you to the best areas for wildlife viewing.

8 TO 10 NIGHTS USHUAIA ROUNDTRIP
Maximum adventure in the shortest time

EXPERIENCE ANOTHER WORLD
World Navigator and World Traveller — our newest ship beginning her
inaugural season with an 8-night journey — take you through the Antarctic
Peninsula and South Shetland Islands. Navigate the famous Drake Passage
aboard our small, expedition-style ships. Sail around Cape Horn, to this
day still considered a great challenge for the pioneering spirit, with the
possibility to go ashore. With a landing almost every day and as your
Captain chooses the best spots for viewing Gentoo penguins, fur seals and
other wildlife, you’ll get a taste of Antarctica.

INAUGUR AL SE ASON

2022

INAUGURAL VOYAGE
8-NIGHT
November 1
9-NIGHT
November 9 & 30
December 19 & 28

2023

9-NIGHT
January 17
February 6 & 27
March 8 & 17

10-NIGHT
December 9

2022

2023

9-NIGHT
December 21

9-NIGHT
January 21
February 21
March 13 & 22

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME FARES!
FROM $6,999 PER PERSON
INCLUDES UP TO $3,000 BONUS SAVINGS PER STATEROOM
ALL VETERANS RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL 20% SAVINGS

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

CROSSING THE CIRCLE

HERBERT
SOUND

CAPTAIN’S CHOICE CALLS

Captain’s Choice ports of call add to the sense of adventure and an element of surprise. Your ship’s Captain will sail
around changing weather conditions as needed and take you to the best areas for wildlife viewing.

11 AND 12 NIGHTS USHUAIA ROUNDTRIP
Dive further into the Seventh Continent

STEP FURTHER
Cross the 66th parallel of the Antarctic Circle and join the prestigious
Order of the Red Nose. Navigate paths between monumental icebergs
through scenic routes, such as Herbert Sound and Lemaire Channel. Feel
the spirit of exploration overcome as you sail around Cape Horn and
through Drake Passage. Discover wondrous wildlife, from elephant seals to
humpback whales, as you land on the Antarctic Peninsula. World Navigator
and World Traveller bring you closer than ever to uncommon adventures.

INAUGUR AL SE ASON

2022

12-NIGHT
November 18

2023

11-NIGHT
January 6 & 26
12-NIGHT
February 15

2022

2023

11-NIGHT
November 22
December 30

11-NIGHT
January 10 & 30
February 10 *
March 2

*Includes Scenic Navigation of Herbert Sound

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME FARES!
FROM $9,499 PER PERSON
INCLUDES UP TO $3,000 BONUS SAVINGS PER STATEROOM
ALL VETERANS RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL 20% SAVINGS

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

BEYOND ANTARCTICA

WORLD NAVIGATOR 9-NIGHT

CAPTAIN’S CHOICE CALLS

Captain’s Choice ports of call add to the sense of adventure and an element of surprise. Your ship’s Captain will sail
around changing weather conditions as needed and take you to the best areas for wildlife viewing.

9 AND 14 NIGHTS CHILEAN FJORDS
Explore glaciers in South America

DELVE DEEPER
Navigate the Águila and Cóndor glaciers, where the famous Andean
condors make their home. Marvel at the twisting waterfalls cascading
from the Romanche Glacier over the rocks down to the sea. Cross through
Wulaia and Ainsworth Bays, Torres del Paine, Balmaceda National Park
and many other remarkable possible landings. Explore these incredible
destinations aboard World Navigator and World Traveller for once-in-alifetime experiences.

2022

9-NIGHT USHUAIA ROUNDTRIP
December 12

INAUGUR AL SE ASON

2023

14-NIGHT USHUAIA TO SANTIAGO (VALPARAÍSO)
March 26

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME FARES!
FROM $7,999 PER PERSON
INCLUDES UP TO $3,000 BONUS SAVINGS PER STATEROOM
ALL VETERANS RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL 20% SAVINGS

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

BEYOND ANTARCTICA

CAPTAIN’S CHOICE CALLS

Captain’s Choice ports of call add to the sense of adventure and an element of surprise. Your ship’s Captain will sail
around changing weather conditions as needed and take you to the best areas for wildlife viewing.

19 NIGHTS USHUAIA TO CAPE TOWN
Leisurely days at seas mixed with unique adventures ashore

ANSWER THE CALL OF ADVENTURE
Take to the seas on a Transoceanic journey from South America to Africa.
Captain’s Choice calls bring you closer to landings throughout the South
Shetland, South Georgia and Falkland Islands, home to a diverse array of
wildlife such as sea lions, Magellanic penguins, dolphins, elephant seals and
various sea birds. Explore in depth with overnight stays in Tristan da Cunha
— the world’s most remote inhabited island — and Cape Town, where you
find a rich combination of art, history and culture. Stop on Gough Island, a
remote UNESCO World Heritage Site and the seabird capital of the South
Atlantic. Marvel at the terns, petrels and albatross, as well as other wildlife,
like rockhopper penguins, fur seals and southern right whales.

2023

19-NIGHT USHUAIA TO CAPE TOWN
March 31

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME FARES!
FROM $6,899 PER PERSON
INCLUDES UP TO $1,000 BONUS SAVINGS PER STATEROOM
ALL VETERANS RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL 20% SAVINGS

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

WILD ENCOUNTERS
ANTARCTIC PENINSULA
Watch for various species of penguins making their
way across the ice, from the Gentoo to the Chinstrap
penguin. Leopard seals enjoy a good rest on ice floes.
Listen for the breath of orcas, humpbacks and minke
whales breaching the icy surface.

SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS
North of the Peninsula, be on the lookout for elephant
seals, part of the awe-inspiring wildlife of these islands,
especially on King George Island. From the seals to the
penguins, and an abundance of research stations, this
land is filled with opportunities for curious travelers.

SOUTH GEORGIA & THE SOUTH
SANDWICH ISLANDS
Along the dark sand beaches, tussock grass, and coves
live the King and Gentoo penguins. In the waters near
South Georgia, look out for humpback whales as they
dive for their meal. (March 31, 2023 voyage only)

DRAKE PASSAGE
Explorer spirits take great pleasure in navigating the
Drake Passage. Petrels and albatross glide across
the skies, guiding the way. There may be a chance to
witness the likes of humpback whales and hourglass
dolphins that accompany the voyage. Experiencing its
awesome power makes the journey to Antarctica all
the more triumphant.

FALKLAND ISLANDS
The Falklands lie in the South Atlantic just east of
the Patagonian coast and about 750 miles from the
Antarctic Peninsula. Here is where a variety of wildlife
like Magellanic penguins, sea lions, elephant seals,
dolphins and a diverse array of birds call home.
(March 31, 2023 voyage only)

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

UP CLOSE
AND PERSONAL
ANTARCTICA IS MOST OFTEN ASSOCIATED WITH ICEBERGS,
GLACIERS, AND ICE FLOES—BUT ITS WILDLIFE IS ALIVE
AND THRIVING
Penguins — If there’s any bird people
associated with Antarctica, it’s the
penguin. It’s very likely you’ll come across
a few, with three species making their
home on the peninsula: the Gentoo,
chinstrap and emperor.
To see courtship rituals, the best time is
mid-October to beginning of December.
The prime penguin hatching season is late
December to January.
Albatross — Poems have been written and
songs sung about the albatross, and it’s no
wonder why. The wandering albatross, one
of the five species in Antarctica, has the
longest wingspan of any bird on the planet,
while the black-browed albatross is known
as the “Prince of the Clouds.”
Prions — Birdwatchers will learn to spot
the differences between the three species
of prions found in Antarctica.
Petrels — More than a half dozen varieties
of this sea bird make their home in
Antarctica, flying over ice floes or sitting
with their flocks atop icebergs.
The courting season for Antarctica's
seabirds lasts from November to
December, making this a good time for
birders to visit.

Seals — More than one species of seal call
Antarctica home. Elephant, Weddell and
fur seals hunt the waters, especially in
Lemaire Channel, and come to land for
some R&R…and to mate.
Elephant and fur seals start to mark their
preferred territories from mid-October to
the beginning of December. Towards the
end of the summer in February and
March, fur seals are more abundant on
the peninsula.
Whales — Don’t be surprised to catch sight
of a pod of whales. Humpback whales,
orcas, and fin whales are known to swim in
these waters.
Late January to early March is the best
time to see whales such as orcas, minkes,
sperms and humpbacks.
Dolphins — Hourglass dolphins are one of
the few cetaceans that enjoy the cold
climate of Antarctica, and you may just spot
them while they ride alongside the ship or
swim with the whales all summer long.

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

WORLD-CLASS
EXPEDITION TEAM
Our expedition leaders, guest lecturers, photographers and
scientists — experts in their fields — will guide and educate you
through your Antarctica journey. They’ll help you experience the
continent to the fullest while doing what it takes to maintain the
pristine environment. Their knowledge and passion will make
your Antarctica voyage unforgettably extraordinary.

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES
INCLUDED ADVENTURES ASHORE AND
OPTIONAL EXPERIENCES

ZODIAC SAFARIS | INCLUDED

STAND UP PADDLING | $75pp

Come closer to your environment on
a custom-made Zodiac for Atlas’ Polar
Class ships. As you navigate, stop and
listen for the cries of snow petrels. Focus
on the soft but distinct rush of water and
watch for bubbles just before a breach.

Dip your paddle into the water, breaking
the slush ice atop the surface. Your
excursion guide helps you spot marine
wildlife, and you can even pause to sit or
lay down on your paddle board and gaze
up at the impossibly blue sky.

EXPEDITION LANDINGS |
INCLUDED

SEA KAYAKING | $350pp

Your expedition guide may lead you to
dedicated points for the best views and
instruct you on how to properly interact
with wildlife at a safe distance so that you
leave only footprints behind. Pique your
curiosity with 5-10-minute field
interpretations on location.

Alongside a kayak master, set off
through Antarctica’s unspoiled waters,
navigating ice floes. Take a few minutes
to be still as well, because that’s when
incredible moments happen, like the
possibility of a whale breaching mere
feet from your kayak.

POLAR PLUNGE | INCLUDED

CAMPING | $500pp

Connect with your wild side as you plunge
into the icy waters. A photographer will
capture the moment and you’ll even be
rewarded a certificate of achievement.
Feel free to cheer on your fellow explorers
while they take the dive.

Spend a night camping in Antarctica for a
once-in-a-lifetime experience. It’s a truly
wild experience as you and your fellow
adventurers are left with required gear,
drinking water and a few extra layers of
clothing for warmth.

PADDLING | $75pp
Find your personal moment amid the epic
landscapes and drifting ice floes. This is an
opportunity to glide through Antarctica’s
waters and perhaps come close to seals
and whales as they swim nearby.

PRE & POST
HOTEL PROGRAMS
COME EARLY OR STAY LONGER
ALVEAR PALACE - Buenos Aires
$489 per night
SINGLE/DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
Recognized for superb hospitality and personalized service, the luxurious Alvear
Palace Hotel offers you a splendid stay to linger a while longer before or after your
journey ends. Take a day to refresh and relax before or after your expedition so that
you’re ready to explore as soon as you embark on one of our small ships or
disembark and explore Buenos Aires before heading home.

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

SUITE ACCOMMODATIONS
NAVIGATOR (NS)
§ 1-Bedroom Suites with Oversized
Private Balcony
§ 465 sq. ft.
§ Elegant private marble bath
featuring L’OCCITANE amenities
§ Walk-in glass shower with rain head
and body jets
§ Walk-in closet and wardrobe
§ Living room with sofa, vanity and
mini fridge
§ Includes 2 wall-mounted TVs with
“infotainment” system

Solo Suite Bedroom

DISCOVERY (DS)
§ 1-Bedroom Suites with Oversized
Private Balcony
§ 445 sq. ft.
§ Elegant private marble bath
featuring L’OCCITANE amenities
§ Walk-in glass shower with rain
head and body jets
§ Walk-in closet and wardrobe
§ Living room with sofa, vanity and
mini fridge
§ Includes 2 wall-mounted TVs with
“infotainment” system

Suite Balcony

JOURNEY (JS)
§ 1-Bedroom Suites with Oversized
Private Balcony
§ 382 sq. ft.
§ Elegant private marble bath
featuring L’OCCITANE amenities
§ Walk-in glass shower with rain
head and body jets
§ Walk-in closet and wardrobe
§ Living room with sofa, vanity and
mini fridge
§ Includes 2 wall-mounted TVs with
“infotainment” system

SOLO (SS)
§ Queen Bed Suite with Panoramic
Picture Window
§ 183 sq. ft.
§ Elegant private marble bath
featuring L'OCCITANE amenities
§ Walk-in glass shower with rain
head and body jets
§ Sitting area with chair and
desk, mini fridge, and TV with
"infotainment" system
§ Wardrobe

Most queen beds can be converted to two single beds upon request.

Navigator Suite Bathroom

Journey Suite Bedroom

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

BALCONY ACCOMMODATIONS
VERANDA DELUXE (E2)
§ Queen Stateroom with
Private Balcony
§ 300 sq. ft.
§ Elegant private marble bath
featuring L’OCCITANE amenities
§ Walk-in glass shower with rain
head and body jets
§ Wardrobe
§ Living room with sofa, vanity, mini
fridge and TV with “infotainment”
system

Veranda Balcony

HORIZON DELUXE (E1)
§ Queen Stateroom with floor-toceiling Juliette Balcony with
top-drop electric window
§ 300 sq. ft.
§ Elegant private marble bath
featuring L’OCCITANE amenities
§ Walk-in glass shower with rain
head and body jets
§ Wardrobe
§ Interior seating area with sofa, mini
fridge and TV with “infotainment”
system

Horizon Deluxe Bedroom

VERANDA (B1/B2)

HORIZON (A1/A2)

§ Queen Stateroom with
Private Balcony
§ 270 sq. ft.
§ Elegant private marble bath
featuring L’OCCITANE amenities
§ Walk-in glass shower with rain
head and body jets
§ Wardrobe
§ Sitting area with sofa, vanity, mini
fridge, TV and “infotainment”
system

§ Queen Stateroom with floor-toceiling Juliette Balcony with
top-drop electric window
§ 270 sq. ft.
§ Elegant private marble bath
featuring L’OCCITANE amenities
§ Walk-in glass shower with rain
head and body jets
§ Wardrobe
§ Sitting area with sofa, mini fridge,
TV, and “infotainment” system

Most queen beds can be converted to two single beds upon request.

Veranda Bedroom

Horizon Bathroom

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

THERE ARE MORE
LUXE-ADVENTURE
VOYAGES TO
EXPERIENCE
From journeys to Central and South America to the Arctic and
Mediterranean, our small, expedition-style ships take you to
extraordinary destinations around the globe.

EXPLORE ALL 2022-2024 VOYAGES AT
atlasoceanvoyages.com

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

SEEK

YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

BOOK YOUR EXPEDITION TODAY!
RECEIVE UP TO

$3,000 BONUS SAVINGS
PER STATEROOM

All information contained herein is accurate at the time of production. Atlas Ocean Voyages reserves the right to change or
modify at any time for any reason. Fares are quoted in U.S. dollars, are per person, and are based on double occupancy and
include Bonus Savings of up to $3,000 per stateroom/$1,500 per person. Private Charter Jet Service between Buenos Aires
and Ushuaia is included. Air to/from Buenos Aires, pre- and post- Land Journeys, optional Adventures Ashore, taxes, port
charges and fees are additional. Promotion is capacity controlled, and Atlas Ocean Voyages reserves the right to modify or
close any promotion at any time without notice. Additional restrictions may apply. For full terms and conditions, contact your
preferred Travel Advisor or Atlas Ocean Voyages. © 2022 Atlas Ocean Voyages. All rights reserved. Ship's Registry: Portugal

For a quote, contact your preferred Travel Advisor or call our Voyage Specialists
at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). For information, visit atlasoceanvoyages.com

